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Introduction and summary
Although the checkless society has been predicted
for decades, checks remain the most frequently used
noncash payment method in the U.S., contrary to trends
in a number of other countries. Despite the debate
over why consumers do or do not adopt new payments
technology, little is known about the subject. Given
unsuccessful efforts to induce a shift away from checks,
some industry observers have even suggested that
consumers are irrationally wedded to their checks.
As a result, the financial services industry faces sig-
nificant uncertainty regarding potential investments
in electronic bill payment technologies as well as in
debit cards, smart cards, stored value, e-cash, check
imaging, and check conversion technologies. The goal
of this article is to provide some insight into the con-
sumers decision to use electronic payments technol-
ogyWhat factors influence this decision and what
might financial industry leaders do to encourage
greater numbers of consumers to make the transition
to electronic payments?
The study of payment methods is of interest for
several reasons. First, technology is enabling new
payment methods to be introduced more easily and
frequently. As a result, the very characteristics of what
constitutes a payment instrument are changing over
time. Second, recent research highlights the importance
of payment-related revenues to financial institutions.1
Consequently, payment providers will continue to
look for ways to increase the value of payment prod-
ucts to customers, thereby enhancing potential revenue
streams. Likewise, companies will continue to look
for ways to reduce the costs of payments (for example,
by reducing the fees they pay to payment providers).
For instance, checks are being converted from paper
into electronic items and cleared via the automated
clearinghouse (ACH) at the point of sale.2 Firms are
also considering new ways to leverage current electron-
ic payment networks to make payments electronically,
for instance, experimenting with the ACH network to
make debit transactions at the point of sale3 or using
automated teller machine (ATM) networks to make
debit transactions for Internet payments.4
 Ultimately, some combination of consumers,
corporations, and financial service providers will deter-
mine the success of various payment instruments.
These innovations will put increasing pressure on the
structure of the rights, warranties, and incentives asso-
ciated with different payment instruments. Therefore,
in order to make better forecasts for business planning
and enhance public policy decision-making, we need
to better understand the factors influencing consumer
choice among alternative payment options.
This article analyzes the extent to which various
factors influence consumers willingness to use elec-
tronic bill payment. I review the economic, marketing,
consumer decision-making, and payments literatures.
Then, I analyze a unique 1,300-person survey to eval-
uate the factors associated with usage of electronic
bill payment. I find that several broad factors influence
the consumers preference for electronic bill payment:33 Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
1) wealth; 2) personal preferences for control, record
keeping, convenience, incentives, personal involve-
ment, and/or privacy; and 3) transaction-specific factors
associated with different types of payments. I also
find that certain demographic factors are significantly
associated with the use of electronic bill payment
services. My findings are consistent with new product
adoption theories, supporting the idea that some con-
sumer segments are natural first adopters of elec-
tronic bill payment services. However, while new
product diffusion theories assume that consumers
will begin to experiment and adopt innovations as
they learn more about the products features, my
analysis suggests that fundamental consumer needs
still must be addressed before a broader portion of
consumers will adopt electronic bill payment services.
As a result, I find that an important portion of
consumers do not perceive checks and some electronic
bill payment services as substitutes at this time. Some
analysts suggest that many consumers are likely to
remain reluctant to adopt new payment technologies.5
However, my analysis suggests that a larger fraction
of consumers would adopt these new technologies if
important product features such as error resolution,
service level guarantees, customer service, the ability
to make partial payments, and more convenient sign-
up were bundled with electronic bill payment services.
My results suggest that the next stage of migration
towards electronic bill payment may depend more on
firms willingness to fund the development of these
new product features than on overcoming consumer
resistance to change. This article also highlights the
need for policymakers to better understand the diver-
sity of consumer preferences when considering pub-
lic policy questions relating to consumer protection.
Overview of the payments marketplace
The payments mechanism, like the electricity
power grid, is an important piece of the foundation
that supports our economy. Todays payment instru-
ments have evolved from barter to commodity-based,
to currency and coin, to card-based and, more recently,
to electronic network-based systems. The introduction
of commodity money reduced the costs and risks asso-
ciated with trade. Coins and paper currency brought
greater standardization, broader acceptance, and lower
transaction costs than previous commodity-money or
barter-based economies. Card-based systems have
extended the reach of ones wealth and creditworthi-
ness, lowered costs, and improved access to custom-
er information. Recent advances in technology now
make further improvements possible when consumers
value them and when providers have a clear business
case to offer the improvement.
According to McKinsey and Company research
(Stevenson, 1997), consumers initiate approximately
90 percent of all transactions. Table 1 provides an over-
view of the mix of different payment instruments across
the U.S. economy. See MacKie-Mason and White
(1996) for a detailed comparison of the different at-
tributes associated with different payment instruments.
Two theories of how new products are adopted
There are two general, complementary theories
of how new products are adopted. The first theory,
the new product diffusion model, assumes that the
primary determinant of new product adoption is the
time it takes consumers to learn about a product, to
experiment with it, and then ultimately to use it.6
This theory assumes that consumers view a new
product or service as a clear and valuable substitute
TABLE 1
Estimates of historical U.S. payment volumes
(Items in billions)
Payment 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 CAGR
Currency 500 — — — — —
Postal money order 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 .2 1.5%
Check 63.0 64.7 66.0 67.5 68.8 2.3%
Credit card 14.9 16.1 16.9 17.5 NR 11.9%
Electronic funds transfer 10.5 11.8 12.6 13.2 13.3 6.3%
ATM 9.7 10.7 11.0 11.2 10.9 3.1%
Debit at point of sale 0.7 1.1 1.6 2.0 2.4 14.8%
ACH 3.4 3.9 4.5 5.3 6.2 16.0%
Notes: Volumes include payments initiated by business and government, in addition to those by consumers.
NR indicates not reported. Columns may not total due to rounding.
Sources: Hancock and Humphrey (1997); Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Annual Report, Green Sheet,
various years; Faulkner & Gray; National Automated Clearinghouse Association; and Bank for International Settlements.34 Economic Perspectives
for past products or services and that risks associated
with trial can be managed by some combination of
consumers, distributors, and producers. According to
the new product diffusion model, if consumers per-
ceive the new product to be a substitute for a product
they currently use and understand, providers can
more easily leverage existing distribution and com-
munications channels to generate awareness and de-
mand for the innovation.
The second theory, the new market development
model, suggests that a new product by itself will
have a limited market potential. In order to reach
mass consumer markets, firms need to offer addition-
al product features, services, and/or infrastructure
over time, tailoring the product to new customer seg-
ments and/or to new uses, as well as making prod-
ucts interoperable.7 Under this theory, new products
are introduced and evolve, new features are added,
and over time the product reaches a mass and mature
stage of acceptance.
The first model suggests a heavy focus on build-
ing awareness and trial while the second theory sug-
gests staged introduction of new product features to
new and different customer segments. Thus, it is crit-
ical to assess whether consumers perceive new pay-
ment innovations to be substitutes for past products
or whether new innovations are viewed as fundamen-
tally new products, requiring significantly more re-
sources to promote adoption.
Literature review
Consumer payments decision-making
In an extensive survey of the payments litera-
ture, Hancock and Humphrey (1997) provide an
overview of the factors associated with
electronic banking adoption, including in-
centives, the nature of a countrys financial
infrastructure, and the role of network eco-
nomics in electronic banking adoption.
Using a longitudinal Norwegian survey
(198995), Humphrey, Kim, and Vale
(1998) conclude that efficient payment in-
strument pricing would induce greater
electronic payment use because of its low-
er cost relative to paper-based payments.
Using the Federal Reserves 1995 Sur-
vey of Consumer Finances, Kennickell and
Kwast (1997) analyze the influence of de-
mographic characteristics on the likelihood
of electronic payment instrument usage. As
shown in table 2, higher levels of education
and financial assets increase the likelihood
of electronic payment usage. Carow and
Staten (1999) investigate consumer preferences
among debit cards, credit cards, and cash for gaso-
line purchases. Higher levels of education and in-
come and having more than one credit card are
associated with greater use of credit cards than cash.
However, convenience, rather than borrowing capac-
ity, was the greatest determinant of a credit card user.
Lastly, Carow and Staten find that a consumers
ownership of credit cards and use of credit cards are
related, because having a certain type of account re-
veals payment preferences. The American Bankers
Association and Dove Associates (1999) analyze a
survey of 1,400 consumers to investigate the factors
motivating consumer payment instrument choice be-
tween online and offline debit. They find that consum-
ers exhibit strong and distinct payment preferences,
with different segments of consumers valuing different
debit attributes.
Wells (1996) finds that check float does not ex-
plain the persistence of consumer check use; alterna-
tive explanations include the consumer perception of
checks and ACH as dissimilar payment instruments,
market failure, and measurement errors. Using 1997
data to investigate consumer responsiveness to
changes in checking account costs, Stavins (1999)
finds that the supply of bank deposits to checking ac-
counts is sensitive to banks per item fees and check
return, teller, and foreign ATM restrictions. Using the
Federal Reserve Boards Terms of Credit Card Plans
Survey to investigate consumers willingness to pay
for credit card service, Stavins (1996) finds that con-
sumers respond to product offerings that bundle oth-
er services. Research suggests that despite the fact
that banks could earn higher revenues by lowering
TABLE 2
Factors in use of payment technology
Financial
Income assets Age Education
In person – + 0 0
Mail + + – +
Telephone + + 0 +
Electronic transfer 0 + – +
ATM 0 + – +
Debit card 0 + – +
Automatic deposit/withdrawal – + + +
Direct deposit – + + +
Pre-authorized debit 0 + – +
Computer 0 + – +
Smart card 0 0 0 +
Note: Statistically significant positive/negative factor (+/–);
not statistically significant factor (0).
Source: Kennickell and Kwast (1997).35 Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
the price of services, they would not necessarily maxi-
mize the profit from each account.
MacKie-Mason and White (1996) provide a de-
tailed review of the characteristics that are important
to consider when designing new payment innovations.
Mantel (2000) surveys the literature on consumer
payment decision-making and proposes a framework
in which three factors explain consumer electronic
banking usage: 1) wealth; 2) personal preferences,
such as incentives, convenience, control, budgeting,
privacy, security, and personal involvement; and 3)
transaction-specific factors. Including this broad list
of factors helps explain sometimes hard-to-explain or
inconsistent behaviors. For instance, Mantels (2000)
framework helps explain why consumers are increas-
ingly choosing to use debit cards, based on the changes
in the attributes financial institutions have begun
bundling with debit cards, although credit cards are
well known for providing convenience and short-term,
interest-free loans. Similarly, this framework helps
explain why consumers in different countries have
adopted smart cards at significantly different rates,
again based on the nature and/or importance of the
attributes bundled with these payment products.
Consumer awareness
New product diffusion theories point to the im-
portant role of consumer awareness in promoting
adoption. There is relatively little public data on con-
sumer awareness and perceptions of electronic bill
payment. A 1998 Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
study finds that 99 percent of consumers say they
understand direct deposit and 97 percent of current
users report satisfaction with the system. However,
only 55 percent of consumers feel they understand
electronic bill payment and ACH well, while 84 per-
cent of electronic bill payment users report satisfaction
with this type of payment instrument. A study for
the New York Clearing House (1997) conducted by
Wirthlin Worldwide measures direct deposit usage
before and after a marketing campaign was employed
from September 1996 to February 1997. Roughly
half of all nonusers surveyed remembered the princi-
pal messages of the campaign, including the ideas
that direct deposit is convenient (18 percent), easy to
use (17 percent), and available (16 percent). However,
the study does not find evidence that communication
efforts increase usage.
While the fact that a significant fraction of con-
sumers may not fully understand electronic bill pay-
ment services might indicate a problem to some,  the
new market development model might suggest that
this is not a problem per se. After all, if the evidence
continues to suggest that an important fraction of
consumers do not yet perceive electronic bill payment
and checks as clear substitutes, it may be that the
electronic bill payment market is still developing.
In this case, a significant fraction of consumers will
likely continue to report a lack of familiarity, even as
significant improvements are made over time, until
the products functionality is fully developed. When
future studies find evidence that a larger portion of
consumers see electronic bill payment and checks as
clear substitutes, then firms then may be better able
to target their communications campaigns to consum-
ers unique needs.  Clearly, communications efforts in
the early stages of a product life cycle will continue
to be important; nonetheless, they will likely serve
different purposes than communications efforts used
for more mature products.
Analysis
Description of data and variables
I use a dataset collected by Vantis International
on behalf of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
and the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta that consists
of responses to a national 1,300-person survey on
consumer decision-making among competing bill
payment instruments. The households primary bill
payer served as the survey respondent. The survey
collected data pertaining to consumer demographic
characteristics, payment behaviors, and self-reported
payment preferences and evaluations of different
payment options. The survey focused primarily on
consumers experiences with checks and electronic
bill payment, but also considered other payment in-
struments such as debit cards, credit cards, and mon-
ey orders. The appendix provides descriptions and
summary statistics of the variables included in the
analysis.8 I expect these factors to influence the like-
lihood of electronic bill payment use generally and/
or the likelihood of high usage. For ease of interpre-
tation, I group them into the following broad catego-
ries: demographic, new product adoption, control
and budgeting, convenience, incentives, privacy and
security, and personal involvement.
Model
In this article, I analyze why consumers choose
among alternative payment instruments for bill pay-
ment. This analysis uses a series of binomial logistic
regressions, a statistical technique that allows one to
examine the extent to which various factors influence
the likelihood of direct bill payment usage. First, I ex-
plore the factors that affect the initial choice of whether
to use electronic bill payment. Second, I investigate
the factors that influence the extent or frequency of
electronic bill payment use among users of these36 Economic Perspectives
types of services. For this part of the analysis, I classify
consumers as low users if they pay fewer than 20
percent of their bills electronically and high users
if they pay more than 30 percent of bills with direct
bill payment technology.9 Third, I examine the factors
that influence the use of electronic bill payment for
specific types of billsmortgage, loan, lease, tele-
phone, cable, credit card, and insurance.
The regression model analyzes consumer Cis
choice of payment instrument for bill payment Pi (for
example, mortgage payment, credit card payment,
or telephone bill).10 The consumer has two payment
options1) paper-based payment instruments such
as cash, checks, or money orders and 2) electronic-
based payment instruments such as electronic bill
payment and ACH.11 I impose several simplifying
assumptions on the analysis. First, I assume that all
payments initiated electronically by the consumer are
paid electronically by the payment intermediary. This
assumption allows the analysis to focus only on con-
sumers willingness to choose electronic payments.
Next, I assume that consumers have access to all
payment options. Therefore, findings are applicable
only to the 90 percent of consumers who have check-
ing accounts. This article does not address the impor-
tant issue of identifying the needs and preferences of
unbanked consumers.
Limitations of the analysis
First, my analysis focuses solely on consumer
decision-making pertaining to electronic bill payment
and does not address the perspective of the payment
provider or the entity receiving the payment. I am
primarily interested here in whether consumer prefer-
ences are a significant limiting factor to the migration
towards electronic payments. Second, because this
model evaluates the attributes of desirable payment
instruments using self-reported data, my results depend
on the accuracy with which consumers recall and re-
port actual behavior. Third, the survey focuses on the
primary bill payer rather than households in general.
As a result, one must exercise care in extending these
results to the general population. Finally, this research
does not consider how consumer behavior has changed
over time nor does it provide insight into how and
when a specific factor (such as price, product attributes,
or promotions) induces changes in electronic bill
payment use.
Empirical results
Table 3 provides the results of binomial logistic
regressions comparing nonusers of electronic bill
payment with users and low users with high users.
Table 4 provides the results of binomial logistic re-
gressions comparing nonusers and users by type of
bill (that is, cable, credit card, insurance, loan, mort-
gage, telephone, and utility). Overall, four general
findings emerge. First, there are important and sig-
nificant differences between nonusers, low users,
and high users of electronic bill payment. Second,
consumer demographic and financial characteristics
are important in influencing whether consumers use
electronic bill payment. However, these factors do
not strongly distinguish high users from low users,
lending support for the idea that there are certain nat-
ural first adopters of electronic bill payment technology.
Third, several consumer preferences, including the
desire for control, convenience, incentives, privacy,
and personal involvement, are also significant in
whether consumers use electronic payments. Further-
more, these factors distinguish low users from high
users. At a more detailed level, this analysis suggests
that incentives may be a valuable tool to induce intro-
ductory usage of electronic bill payment, although
they may not be needed to increase usage. Similarly,
services that promote greater consumer recourse and
control may be important in inducing some consum-
ers to adopt electronic bill payment and others to
expand the number of bills they pay electronically.
Finally, payment-specific factors, such as the dollar
size of a payment and whether a payment amount
varies, are also important in explaining why certain
consumers choose electronic bill payment or paper
checks to pay for certain bills.
Comparison of users and nonusers
Referring to table 3, I find that several demo-
graphic factors influence the initial decision of whether
to use direct payment methods. Holding other factors
constant, older individuals are more likely to use
direct electronic payments than younger individuals.
For instance, a 40-year-old is 2.3 percent more likely
to use electronic bill payment than a 39-year-old.
Women are 49.2 percent more likely to use electronic
bill payment. Neither college education nor market
size variables are statistically significant factors in
influencing the use of direct electronic payment. The
absence of a statistically significant education variable
differs from Kennickell and Kwasts (1997) findings,
but is attributable to the inclusion of other nondemo-
graphic factors, such as personal preferences, income,
and lifestage (for example, single, married with chil-
dren, or retired), that are related to education level.12
New product adoption factors do play a role in
influencing the likelihood of electronic bill payment
usage across the proposed factors. Consumers who37 Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
TABLE 3
Binomial regression results, odds ratio
Nonusers Low vs.




















Understand direct payment 1.768*** 0.767
(0.135) (0.199)
Understand set-up of
direct payment 1.122*** 1.029
(0.033) (0.036)
PC owner 2.106*** 1.085
(0.195) (0.217)
Cellular phone owner 1.159 0.762
(0.204) (0.234)














Savings account 1.264 1.492
(0.214) (0.266)
Credit card 1.485** 0.671*
(0.179) (0.222)
Regional/national
bank accountc 1.154 0.878
(0.186) (0.216)
Credit union account 1.630*** 0.708
(0.183) (0.215)
Brokerage account 0.984 0.794
(0.269) (0.302)
Savings and loan account 0.755 0.913
(0.220) (0.262)
Control
Control when bill is paid 0.898* 0.873**
(0.061) (0.067)
Option to stop payment 1.093** 1.001
(0.041) (0.050)





Disciplined about finances 0.988 1.047
(0.034) (0.043)
Use toll-free number to
check balances 0.951* 1.031
(0.027) (0.032)
Person available 0.989 0.879**
(0.046) (0.056)
Convenience
Bill paid when out of town 1.065* 1.099*
(0.037) (0.051)
Saving time 1.061 0.980
(0.047) (0.066)
Banks not open




payment method 1.025 1.065
(0.046) (0.064)
Use shopping coupons 1.071** 1.042
(0.033) (0.040)
Avoid penalties for
late payments 0.977 1.098
(0.055) (0.074)










Credit card on Internet




bank teller 1.082** 1.069*
(0.031) (0.036)
Number in sample 956 556
Likelihood ratio 387.6*** 120.4***
aMarket size reference variable baseline characteristic: under 100,000.
bIncome reference variable baseline characteristic: $20,000 and under.
cFinancial institution reference variable baseline characteristics: local bank.
*Indicates 0.10 statistical significance level; ** indicates 0.05 significance level; and *** indicates 0.01 significance level.
Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. Of the 956 cases, 400 are nonusers. Of the 556 users of electronic payments,
236 are low users and 320 are high users. See appendix for description of variables.
Nonusers Low vs.
vs. users high users38 Economic Perspectives
TABLE 4
Statistically significant results by bill type
Credit
Cable card Insurancec Loand Mortgagee Telephone Utilitiesf
Demographic factors
Age +** +*** +*** +*
Race +*** –*
Lifestage +** –* +**
Market size +* +*
New product adoption
Understand direct payment –** +***
Understand set-up of direct payment +** +* +** +** +***
PC owner +***
Purchase on Internet +***
Consumer financial
Household income: $20,000–$39,999a +*
Household income: $40,000–$74,999 +**
Household income: over $75,000 +**
Homeowner +* +** +** +**
Savings account +***
Regional/national bank accountb –** +*
Credit union account –*
Control
Control when bill is paid –** –*** –**
Option to stop payment +*
Receipt for payment –***
Balance checkbook once/month +*
Disciplined about finances –* +***
Use toll-free number to check balances –*
Person available –** –***
Convenience
Bill paid when out of town +* +* +** +***
Saving time
Banks not open convenient hours +* +** +**
Incentives
Least expensive payment method
Use shopping coupons
5% discount –** +** +*
Privacy/security
Not comfortable giving account
  number to salesperson –*** –*** –**
Dislike automatic withdrawal –** –*** –*** –*** –***
Credit card on Internet is secure –**
Personal involvement
Enjoy talking to bank teller +* +*** +* +* +** +**
aIncome reference variable baseline characteristic: $20,000 and under.
bAccount reference baseline characteristic: local/community bank.
cMarket size is under 100,000 people.
dLifestage is young couple, retired couple, or middle parent.
eLifestage is middle-aged single.
fLifestage is middle-aged single, older single, or retired couple. Market size is 100,000–499,999.
*Indicates 0.01 significance level; ** indicates 0.05 significance level; and *** indicates 0.10 significance level.
Notes: “+” Indicates variable increased odds of electronic payment use; “–” indicates variable decreased odds.
See appendix for description of variables. Lifestage denotes period in life. For example, young single, middle-aged married
with children, or elderly with a roommate are lifestage categories.39 Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
own personal computers are twice as likely to use
electronic bill payment. Consumers who report under-
standing direct payment technologies are 79 percent
more likely to use electronic bill payment. Likewise,
understanding how to set up direct payment is
associated with a 12 percent greater likelihood of using
electronic bill payment. However, these findings re-
garding consumer awareness are contrary to the results
of the New York Clearing House (1997) study that
finds no correlation between increased direct elec-
tronic payment use and consumers understanding of
key communication messages. Furthermore, I find
that cellular phone ownership and a self-reported
perception that the Internet is secure for purchases
are not associated with greater usage of electronic
bill payment. Clearly, we need to know more about
how and why consumers choose to adopt new elec-
tronic payment technologies.
Consistent with Kennickell and Kwast (1997)
and others, I find a significant relationship between
consumer financial characteristicsincome and home
ownership as imperfect proxies for wealthand in-
creased electronic bill payment usage. Relative to
households with incomes under $20,000, consumers
at all other income levels are approximately twice as
likely to use direct payment technologies. I also find
that homeownership is positively related to the use
of direct electronic payment methods, with home-
owners being 44 percent more likely to use electronic
bill payment. Consumers with credit cards are 49
percent more likely to be electronic bill payment users.
Members of credit unions are 63 percent more likely
to use direct electronic bill payment than other con-
sumers. It may be worth exploring why this occurs.
For instance, are there synergies between credit unions
and their members workplaces that promote better
communication, make sign-up easier, or make cus-
tomer service and error resolution more effective or
credible? Are users of credit unions fundamentally
different from other consumers?
I find that preferences for greater control over
payments and household finances have a significant
influence on the likelihood of direct electronic pay-
ment usage. As the importance placed on having
control over when a bill is paid increases, the likeli-
hood of electronic bill payment use decreases by 11
percent. Increased importance of receiving a receipt
of payment is associated with an 11 percent lower
likelihood of being a user of electronic bill payment
methods. Consumers who report using toll-free tele-
phone numbers to check account balances are 5 per-
cent less likely to use electronic bill payment. These
factors prevail over measures of financial behaviors
such as self-reported financial discipline and the
frequency of checkbook balancing. I find one result
to the contrary. The greater the importance consumers
place on the ability to stop a payment, the higher
the likelihood of electronic payment use by 9 percent.
While this is a surprising result, the survey instrument
does not allow one to distinguish between consumers
who pay bills electronically through automatic, pre-
authorized electronic debits and those who pay bills
through electronic banking packages. The latter form
of electronic bill payment gives consumers some
improved ability to stop payments, which would be
consistent with the above finding.
Contrary to a priori expectations, I do not find
strong support for the importance of increased conve-
nience in distinguishing users of electronic bill pay-
ment from nonusers. Only one hypothesis for this
category is slightly significant (at the 10 percent level).
Those who report a higher importance of having
bills paid when out of town are 6.5 percent more
likely to use electronic bill payment. These findings
are not surprising, given that many bills offer grace
periods of several weeks and convenience may be
relevant only for intense electronic bill payment users.
Indeed, preferences for convenience do influence the
level of use of electronic bill payment, a topic I explore
in the next section.
Some incentive factors influence the likelihood
of electronic bill payment use. Consumer preference
for using the least expensive method of payment
and importance placed on avoiding penalties due to
late payments do not influence the probability of
electronic bill payment use. Consumers who report
they would use direct payment if offered a 5 percent
discount on the monthly bill are 88 percent more
likely to use electronic bill payment. The heavier
use of coupons when shopping is associated with
a 7 percent greater likelihood of using electronic bill
payment.
Self-reported preferences for privacy and securi-
ty are generally not significant in determining the
likelihood of choosing direct payments. Self-reported
dislike of the idea of someone automatically with-
drawing money from ones bank account is associated
with a 20 percent decreased likelihood of electronic bill
payment use. Consumer perceptions of Internet
transaction security and self-reported discomfort
with giving account information to sales representa-
tives do not influence the decision to use electronic
bill payment. Contrary to popular belief, other factors
that reflect consumers potential distrust of technology
and security, such as distrust of ATMs and self-
reported preferences for account privacy, are not
statistically significant determinants of direct payment40 Economic Perspectives
use. Nonetheless, I do find that privacy concerns influ-
ence the intensity of direct payment use, as discussed
in the next section.
Preferences for personal involvement are associ-
ated with an increased probability of being a direct
payment user. Contrary to prior expectations, consum-
ers who report they enjoy talking with bank tellers
are 8 percent more likely to be electronic bill payment
users. However, this finding may be the result of seg-
mentation across consumer choice of banking institu-
tions. For instance, consumers who choose to use
direct payment may have stronger relationships with
their banks, making them more likely to report en-
joying interactions with bank personnel. This finding
warrants further investigation, given the importance
of the related electronic banking product strategy, cus-
tomer service, and branch infrastructure issues that
financial services industry leaders face.
Comparison of low users and high users
Table 3 also highlights important differences be-
tween low and high users of electronic bill payment.
As noted earlier, low users pay less than 20 percent
of all bills using electronic bill payment and high us-
ers pay 30 percent or more of their bills electronically.
Of the demographic variables included in the analysis,
only age is statistically significant. A 38-year-old
consumer is 3 percent more likely to be a high elec-
tronic bill payment user than a 37-year-old. While
women are more likely to be direct payment users,
they are 40 percent less likely to be high users of elec-
tronic bill payment. Race, educational attainment, and
market size are not statistically significant factors.
The new product adoption factors proposed, a
priori, to influence the likelihood of high electronic
bill payment use are not statistically significant. This
might suggest that new product adoption factors influ-
ence the likelihood one will adopt the technology in
the first place, but do not affect how much one uses
it upon adoption.
In terms of wealth and financial variables, house-
holds with incomes over $75,000 are three times more
likely to be high users of electronic bill payment than
households with incomes below $20,000. Households
with incomes between $20,000 and $75,000 are not
more likely than low-income consumers to be high
users of electronic bill payment. This emphasizes the
critical role that wealth and budgeting play in enabling
electronic bill payment. Home ownership is not statis-
tically significant in explaining the differences between
low and high users. Account ownership at different
types of financial institutions also does not influence
the intensity of electronic bill payment use. While
owning a credit card increases the likelihood that one
uses electronic bill payment, perhaps as a proxy for
financial activity, individuals who own at least one
credit card are 33 percent less likely to be high users
of electronic bill payment than low users. One expla-
nation for this is that the analysis needs to account for
the outstanding dollar value on credit cards as well. I
tested the potential role of credit card debt levels, but
found it to be insignificant. It is possible that con-
sumers systematically misreport their level of credit
card balances and/or that the survey instrument does
not allow for adequate variation in responses. Clearly,
we need to know more about this.
In terms of control-related factors, several vari-
ables are statistically significant in distinguishing low
users from high users. The greater the importance
placed on control over when a bill is paid, the lower
the likelihood that a consumer is a high user of elec-
tronic bill payment by 13 percent. A self-reported
importance rating of a person being available if a
problem arises is associated with a 13 percent lower
likelihood of being a high user of electronic bill pay-
ment. Individuals who agree with the statement that
they balance their checkbooks at least once per
month are 9 percent less likely to be high users of
electronic bill payment. While this finding points to
the potential convenience, it may be important to bet-
ter understand consumer budgeting practices in the
context of using electronic banking services. To what
extent do consumers rely on PC-based balancing of
accounts? How much emphasis do consumers now
place on managing traditional checking/transaction
accounts?
Of the convenience factors in the survey, con-
sumers who place higher ratings on the statement
that bank hours are inconvenient are 11 percent
more likely to be high users of electronic bill payment.
Consumers who place importance on having a bill
paid when out of town are 10 percent more likely to
be high electronic bill payment users. Preferences for
saving time do not influence the likelihood of high
electronic bill payment use.
I find that incentive factors do not influence the
likelihood of high electronic bill payment use. As with
new product adoption factors, this might suggest that
incentives influence the initial decision between tra-
ditional payment instruments and electronic bill pay-
ment, but do not affect the degree to which a consumer
later uses electronic bill payment.
My results show that privacy concerns and prefer-
ences for personal involvement influence the likeli-
hood of high electronic bill payment use. Self-reported
dislike of the idea of someone automatically with-
drawing money from ones account decreases the
likelihood that a consumer is a high user of electronic41 Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
bill payment by 9 percent. The belief that the Internet
is secure for purchases is associated with a 10 per-
cent lower likelihood of high electronic bill payment
use. This counterintuitive result is consistent with the
findings that younger consumers, who are more likely
to view the Internet as secure, are less likely to pay
bills electronically because of lower incomes and
other factors correlated with lifestage (for example,
moving more often than older consumers and having
to change payment relationships). Lastly, similar to
the findings for the initial electronic bill payment
choice, consumers who report that they enjoy talk-
ing with bank tellers are 7 percent more likely to be
high electronic bill payment users.
Comparison of users and nonusers by bill type
Table 4 provides the statistically significant re-
sults of my binomial logistic regressions of nonusers
versus users of electronic bill payment by bill type.
The bill types I consider are cable, credit card, insur-
ance, general consumer installment loan, mortgage,
telephone, and utilities.13 In terms of demographic
and new product adoption factors, older consumers
are more likely to use electronic bill payment than
younger consumers for credit card, insurance, mort-
gage, and utility bills, though not for cable, loans,
and telephone bills. Nonwhite consumers are signifi-
cantly less likely to pay telephone bills electronically,
but more likely to pay loan bills via electronic bill
payment than white consumers. Lifestage factors
prove to be significant in explaining the use of elec-
tronic bill payment for certain types of bills. Young
and retired couples and middle-aged parents are more
likely to pay loans electronically; middle-aged singles
are less likely to pay mortgages electronically; and
middle-aged and older singles and retired couples
are more likely to pay utility bills electronically.
Consumers living in markets with fewer than
100,000 people are more likely to pay insurance bills
electronically. Consumers in markets with population
between 100,000 and 500,000 are more likely to pay
utility bills electronically. Contrary to popular belief,
in no case does living in a very large urban area in-
crease the likelihood of electronic bill payment use.
Future research will likely want to investigate such
questions as whether institutions in smaller markets
tend to promote electronic bill payment more frequently
or whether consumers perceive that billing authorities
in these markets provide better service. The extent
to which a consumer understands how to set up di-
rect payment positively influences the likelihood
of paying credit card, insurance, mortgage, telephone,
and utility bills electronically. Consumers who have
made purchases over the Internet are also more likely
to use electronic bill payment for credit card bills.
Relative to consumers with incomes below
$20,000, higher income levels are associated with a
greater likelihood of using electronic bill payment
for mortgages and telephone bills. I find that home-
owner status increases the probability of using direct
payment for cable, loan, telephone, and utility bills.
Savings account ownership increases the likelihood
of making loan payments electronically.
Consumers self-reported preference for con-
trolling when a bill is paid decreases the likelihood
of paying mortgage, telephone, and utility bills elec-
tronically. Control over when a bill is paid may be
related to consumer budgeting concerns and a desire
to minimize the risk of insufficient funds. This con-
cern could also stem from a consumers preference to
review a variable bill and minimize the risk of errors.
Having the option to stop payment increases the
likelihood of electronic bill payment for insurance bills,
while the importance placed on receiving a receipt of
payment decreases the likelihood of electronic payment
for insurance. This finding underscores the notion that
consumers want receipts and control over bills they
see as critical, so as to avoid potentially larger bills
in the future or the potential loss of insurance cover-
age. Higher self-reported scores for financial disci-
pline and use of toll-free telephone numbers to check
account balances decrease the likelihood of paying
telephone bills electronically. This finding may be
explained by the variable-dollar nature of some bills.
Consumers who check account balances may be more
likely to be financially constrained and less likely to
use electronic bill payment if they worry about having
sufficient funds to cover variable bills.
The greater the importance placed on having a
bill paid when out of town, the greater the likelihood
of using electronic bill payment for insurance, mort-
gage, telephone, and utility bills. The extent to which
a consumer believes that bank hours are not conve-
nient increases the probability of paying credit card,
loan, and utility bills electronically. Incentives such
as a 5 percent bill discount if electronic payment is
used positively influence the likelihood of paying
insurance and loan bills electronically. Higher levels
of discomfort associated with giving ones account
number to a salesperson and dislike of someone
automatically withdrawing funds from ones account
decrease the likelihood of paying cable, credit card,
insurance, loan, telephone, and utility bills electroni-
cally. Contrary to prior expectations, the more a con-
sumer reports he or she enjoys talking with bank
tellers, the greater the likelihood of paying cable,
credit card, insurance, loan, telephone, and utility
bills electronically. The results for cable bills across42 Economic Perspectives
the board indicate that consumers view them differ-
ently from all other bill types.
Summary of model results
The results of the model suggest that there are im-
portant differences between nonusers, low users, and
high users of electronic bill payment services. Heavy
users of electronic bill payment tend to be wealthier
and to place a higher premium on convenience. Mod-
erate users of electronic bill payment have at least
modest levels of wealth and tend to value convenience.
Nonetheless, these individuals do not use electronic
bill payment for a broad segment of bills because
of the potential risk of errors, which could result in
overdrawn checking accounts or require significant
time and energy following up with financial institu-
tions and merchants. More importantly, these consum-
ers are also subject to periodic swings in incomes or
expenses that create budgeting challenges. For this
broad group of consumers, the choice not to use elec-
tronic bill payment is akin to the purchase of a low-
cost insurance contract that limits the potential risk of
payments-related problems.14
Why do other consumers not use electronic bill
payment? Clearly, some consumers expect some sort
of incentive to change. These consumers shop for the
best deal and may not change until they receive a
benefit, particularly if they believe their institution is
benefiting by moving to a more efficient form of
payment. There are also consumers who do not pay
electronically because it is not convenient enough or
because some bills cannot be paid electronically. But
more importantly, there is a significant fraction of
consumers who do not use electronic bill payment
because they lack the financial resources to even con-
sider paying electronically. Some low-income con-
sumers may use the ability to avoid paying a bill on
time as a short-term funding vehicle, sometimes at
low cost if there are limited penalties associated with
late payment. Other consumers prefer a personal in-
volvement in bill payment or seek to limit potential
risks to their privacy by avoiding the use of electronic
bill payment. These groups, some of which are of po-
tentially significant size, do not yet perceive checks and
electronic bill payment services as clear substitutes.
Conclusion
This analysis highlights the importance for
policymakers to understand consumers varying pref-
erences and needs.15 After all, consumers desires for
control vary significantly and encompass concerns
about the ability to review bills, initiate payments,
and have errors resolved. Public sector involvement
in the rights, warranties, consumer protections, and
incentives associated with different payment instru-
ments may have significant implications for the adop-
tion of electronic payments. To some extent, legally
mandated business practices and consumer protection
may motivate increased adoption of electronic pay-
ments.16 An argument can be made that there is a
positive externality in setting standards or in devel-
oping common rules for consumer protection, partic-
ularly in an industry with significant fragmentation
and perhaps uneven bargaining power between con-
sumers and financial institutions.17
Yet, we must recognize that setting these types
of rules may in some cases bring costs as well as
benefits. For instance, rules on what firms must do to
resolve errors may have the effect of implementing a
price floor, which may lead to the unintended result
that it is uneconomical or unprofitable to serve some
consumer segments.18 One potential alternative is to
have public entities work to coordinate the develop-
ment of a reasonably small number of standards rather
than one standard. The net effect would be a greater
emphasis on transparency and disclosure and less on
public determination of the final outcome.19 Clearly,
more needs to be known about the costs and benefits
of potential public policy decisions. At a minimum,
frameworks like the one presented in this article help
identify where public policy decisions may be expected
to have an effect, as well as where unintended conse-
quences may arise.
This analysis suggests that, despite speculation
to the contrary, consumers may not be as resistant to
new payment innovations as has been proposed in the
past. My results show that consumers choices are
consistent with their preferences. These preferences
vary across bills and depend on the consumers level
of wealth, but include elements of preferences for
control, convenience, incentives, privacy, and per-
sonal involvement. Consumers financial positions
and transaction-specific characteristics clearly have a
significant impact on their decisions. The importance
of these factors may help explain why consumers some-
times appear to exhibit irrational behavior, that is,
behavior that is not consistent with self-reported
preferences. This behavior may be driven by situa-
tional factors. My work suggests that the next stage
of migration towards electronic bill payment may be
more dependent on establishing the business cases
to justify investment in new product features that
address consumer preferences than on overcoming
consumer resistance to change.
There is an important need to perform this type
of research on data representing actual consumer behav-
ior rather than on self-reported data. There are many43 Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
unanswered questions for future research to address,
some of which I raised earlier in this article. Research-
ers may also want to assess the links between con-
sumer income, expenditures, savings, borrowing,
and payment methods. How are consumers payment
preferences changing over time and, more specifically,
how are they responding to market stimuli, such as
pricing, advertising, and changes in product attributes?
Which payment instruments are substitutes and for
which consumer segments? How do consumers per-
ceive the relative merits of different payment instru-
ments and different account structures? Finally, how
do public policy decisions influence the migration to
alternative payment methods?
 APPENDIX: VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS
Variable Scale Summary statistics
Demographics
Age of respondent continuous Mean: 50.4
Female 0: male, 1: female 34% male
66% female
Race 0: white, 1: non-white 86% white
14% non-white
College 0: no, 1: yes 64% no
36% yes
Market size: under 100,000 people 0: no, 1: yesa 23% under 100,000
Market size: 100,000499,999 0: no, 1: yesa 16% 100,000499,999
Market size: 500,0001.9 million 0: no, 1: yesa 21% 500,0001 million
New product adoption
Understand direct payment 1: no4: yes Mean: 3.5
Understand how to set up direct payment 1: disagree completely Mean: 4.2
10: agree completely
PC owner 0: no, 1: yes 71% no
29% yes
Cellular phone owner 0: no, 1: yes 75% no
25% yes
Purchase over the Internet 0: no, 1: yes 88.9% no
11.1% yes
Consumer financial
Household income: $20,000$39,999 0: no, 1: yesb 30% under $20,000
29% $20,000$39,999
Household income: $40,000$74,999 0: no, 1: yesb 30% $40,000$74,999
Household income: over $75,000 0: no, 1: yesb 11% over $75,000
Homeowner 0: no, 1: yes 24% no
76% yes
Savings account 0: no, 1: yes 25% no
75% yes
Credit card 0: no, 1: yes 38% no
62% yes
Regional/national bank account 0: no, 1: yesc 36% regional/national  bank
54% local bank
Credit union account 0: no, 1: yesc 41% credit union
Brokerage account 0: no, 1: yesc 12% brokerage
Savings and loan account 0: no, 1: yesc 20% savings and loan44 Economic Perspectives
Variable Scale Summary statistics
Control
Control when bill is paid 1: not important Mean: 8.9
10: extremely important
Option to stop payment 1: not important Mean: 8.1
10: extremely important
Receipt for payment 1: not important Mean: 7.8
10: extremely important
Balance checkbook at least  once/month 1: disagree completely Mean: 8.3
10: agree completely
Disciplined about finances 1: disagree completely Mean: 7.4
10: agree completely
Frequently use toll-free number 1: disagree completely Mean: 4.4
to check account balances 10: agree completely
Person available to talk to if theres a problem 1: not important Mean: 8.4
10: extremely important
Convenience
Bill paid even when Im out of town 1: not important Mean: 7.2
10: extremely important
Saving time 1: not important Mean: 7.7
10: extremely important
Banks not open convenient hours 1: disagree completely Mean: 4.6
10: agree completely
Incentives
Least expensive payment method 1: not important Mean: 7.6
10: extremely important
Frequently use shopping coupons 1: disagree completely Mean: 7.8
10: agree completely
Avoid penalties for late payments 1: not important Mean: 8.9
10: extremely important
Would use electronic payment if 0: no 21% no
offered a 5% discount on monthly bill 1: yes 79% yes
Privacy/security
Not comfortable giving my account 1: disagree completely Mean: 7.0
number to salesperson 10: agree completely
Dislike someone automatically 1: disagree completely Mean: 6.6
withdrawing from my account 10: agree completely
Paying with credit card or giving checking 1: disagree completely Mean: 2.7
account number on Internet is secure 10: agree completely
Personal involvement
Enjoy talking with bank teller 1: disagree completely Mean: 5.4
10: agree completely
aThe baseline for this variable is market size over 2 million.
bThe baseline for this variable is income under $20,000.
cThe baseline for this variable is account at local bank.45 Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
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